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In 1628, members of the English Parliament confronted the problem of 
arbitrary rule by the king, Charles I. Wishing to prevent future royal 
violations of their fundamental liberties, both houses sought a remedy, 
Their efforts culminated in the Petition of Right, a statement of the 
rights of Englishmen under the common law. While many men could be named 
as contributors to the Petition's success, Sir Edward Coke and Sir Thomas 
Wentworth, members of the House o~ Commons, stand out as two of its major· 
' 
architects, Without their contributions, the Petition would have succumbed 
to outside pressures early in the session. Biographers and contemporary 
correspondents comment on the tremendous influence both Coke and Wentworth 
exerted in the 1628 Parliament's writing of the Petition, Yet, in scholarly 
treatments, little mention is made of Wentworth's contributions while Coke 
is labeled the father of the Petition of Right~ Although this omission may 
stem from the air of contradiction the facts lend to a discussion of Went-
worth's later life, it indicates a failure to include all the information ih 
the history of an important document, Diaries and records of the proceedings 
of the Commons indicate that, while he served on fewer committees, made 
fewer speeches, and spoke fewer words than Coke, his particiµi.tion de-
serves attention. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the drafting of 
the Petition of Right with a balanced view of the roles of both Wentworth and 
Coke. 
Coke and Wentworth's influence derived from their reputations estab-
lished prior to the Parliament of 1628 as opponents of the over-extension 
of royal authority. As chief justice of the King's Bench under James I, 
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Coke challenged James' right to interfere in judicial affairs. The Chief 
Justice asserted that the royal demand for judges' pre-trial opinions and 
the attempts to delay proceedings in the common law courts were powers not 
included in his royal prerogative. Coke's attempts to limit royal power 
conflicted with James' perception of the kingship and resulted in his 
dismissal from the Bench in 1616. 2 Thomas Wentworth criticized royal 
policies during his first five years in Parliament; to prevent his dis-
rupting his second Parliament, Charles appointed him sheriff of Yorkshire, 
' 
a position which prevented his serving in the 1626 Parliament, As sheriff, 
Wentworth\r'efused to comply with the loan of 1627 and, with Sir John Holton, 
Sir John Eliot, and Sir William Constable, was imprisoned by the Privy Coun-
cil until January 1628.J 
Neither man's political career suffered from these royal power plays. 
Buckinghamshire elected Coke and Yorkshire returned Wentworth to .the Parlia-
ment of 1628 reluctantly called by the king to secure funds for the war with 
Spain. The expense of the war strained the royal treasury which had to 
finance the purchases of lavish jewels for the ~ueen and for foreign dipol- · 
mats, To avoid calling a parliament in 1627, Charles followed key ministers' 
advice and ordered the Lords Lieutenants in each county to collect loans 
demanded by Privy Seals.4 Burdened with billeting rowdy, undisciplined 
soldiers and asked to pay loans not sanctioned by a parliament, people in 
the counties voiced objection to the conduct o~ the war and in many cases 
refused to pay the loan. Failure to comply with the orders °Jf the Lords . , 
I ---C~"'JI 
Lieutenants resulted in impressment for those of the lower sort and in 
appearances before the Privy Council and imprisonment until compliance for 
-the wealthy.5 Five knights refused to pay, were imprisoned, obtained a 
-J-
writ of habeas corpus to discover the cause of their cornrnii[)nent, and were 
informed that their imprisonment resulted from the king's command, The 
judges accepted this reason and denied the five bail, This decision 
suggested arbitrary rule, since with it the king or privy council could im-
prison without any reason other than the king's command, With the combi-
of the_ forced loan, impressment, billeting of soldiers, the 
0 ,'k. h--\ 
S .'.l-u~~ pi ti-
ful was ~ituation, and this decision, public sentiment was decidedly 
th k . 6 e ing, 
It was' in this climate that Charles called for parliamentary elections, 
The constituents in Coke's county expressed their confidence in his ability 
to devise some remedy, i'Y' Undoubtedly most members of the Com,pns received 
petitions requesting relief from the billeting of soldiers in homes, im-
pressment, and the loan. Yet the Commons opened its discussion of funda-
mental liberties 50th the question of arbitrary imprisonment, On March 
21, four days after the opening of the session, Sir Edward Coke presented 
an act stipulating that no man, no matter what the cause or crime, could 
be imprisoned except by the sentence of a court. A person could not be de-
tained untried for more than two months if he could find bail or three months 
if he could not, Any abuse of these tenets would result in the person' .s 
deliverance and pardon, If passed, this act would eliminate the lengthy 
and unjust imprisonments of the king's critics and adversaries without 
trial. While the Commons deferred discussion of the proposal to another 
day, this speech introduced the central issue on which the Lower House 
based the Petition of Right. The Commons believed that a man committed with-
out cause should be bailed by the judges. Magna Carta confirmed the claim, 
The king reasoned that his sovereign power allowed him to arrest withou~ ~ . 
c I . f rif' " : • l-
cl 1 ~.C! 
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cause, To assert· this sir,:nified. that Charles believed hfmself to be a:bove the 
law, In England, the common la~ alone was sovereign. The Commons assumed the 
task of reso.l V:ing the conflict, :::::- L .-- '-
. Recognizing that the forced loan weighed heavily on th~~ple ~ Eug-
ft ~oke addressed this issue the following day, The barrister exhibited 
his grasp of English law by citing precedents which made Charles' issuing 
privy seals to obtain money without Parliament's approval illegal, The 
king's predecessors signed into law three bills which stipulated that forced 
loans withou~ parliamentary consent were in violation of the common law, 
h Those individuals who refused to pay the loans whet;r for reasons of poverty 
or principle acted according to law; the punishments given to them were 
. t 8 UnJUS , 
On the same day, Sir Thomas Wentworth blamed Charles' counsellors and 
not the king for the abuses enumerated by Coke, In Wentworth's cataloguing 
of remedies to the problems of the government, he laid out the rough founda-
tions for the Petition of Right, The billeting of soldiers, the forced 
loan, arbitrl_.}' imprisonment, and martial law all appeared as problems fot'"' 
which he believed solutions were necessary. 9 Within five days of the 
opening of this Parliament, the tone was set, The members of the Commons 
were committed to expressing their displeasure with the king in his 
violation of their fundamental liberties, 
Fully aware trut the king wanted them to grant him subsidies immediately, 
the~enbers of the Conunons chose to use his pressing financial }:!eeds to 
achieve their end, This House agreed not to act on subsidies until the 
tv' 
king agreed to remove the causes of their grievances, They acted accord~ :.J 
to custom since the usual practice was for the king to consider grievances 
prior to his being granted the supply, Coke and Wentworth advised thepommons 
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to make exception and to consider the king's supply together with a statement 
of the subjects' liberties, The war situation was indeed critical and a 
further delay of the subsidy grant would only serve to aggrQvate condi-
tions, Charles, they feared, might choose even more offensive tactics to 
secure funds if Parliament failed to grant him the subsidy, After a 
meeting of the Committee of the Whole, the Commons followed Coke and Went-
th ' d . 10 wor s a vice, 
The Commons had yet to consider the c~mplaints collectively and~ before 
any action could be taken on the subsidy, the content of the statement 
of grievances had to be decided, Choosing'to remain in the Committee of the 
Whole to permit freer discourse, the Lower House proceeded with a dis-
cussion of the liberty of the person, Coke repeated his sentiments ex-
pressed earlier in the session and stressed that not even the king could 
imprison without a just cause . or impress men to go to the Continent to 
fight, Confinement of a man in a foreign country paralleled confinement 
in his own home, Clearly against the Magna Carta, these abuses should 
be included in the list of grievances as a statement that the liberty 
of the person could not be abused, With this clear statement against the use 
of the royal prerogative, Coke attempted to clarify the inconsistencies bet-
ween his present sentiments and those expressed in cases in which he h A,v\ 
participated as Elizabeth I's Attorney General, Earlier in his career, 
he adhered to the argument for imprisonment without cause shown and 
applied these beliefs to his decisions that neither the king nor the 
Privy Council had to show their re~sons for imprisoning subjects. Coke 
attributed his change of heart to .the blatant abuses by Charles I~exem-
-6-
plified by the imprisonment of the five knights. Studying the precedents, 
Coke decided that, if the king's power of commitment was reserved to matters 
of state which were clearly stated at the time of arrest, the king would be 
t. . th'" opera ing wi ~the common law, Yet Charles commit"C)d first, and then manu-
factured reasons of state to satify the courts, thus violating the laws of 
the realm and threatening to create a state of arbitrary rule. The misuse of 
the royal prerogative frightened Coke and convinced him that its regulation 
d d d 1 . t t' 11 eman e par iamen ary ac ion. 
On April J, the Commons appointed Wentworth and Coke to serve on a 
select committee to discuss their opinions regarding the three royal irri-
tants: loans without Parliament's approval, arbitrary imprisonment, and the 
billeting of soldiers in private homes. The select committee was requested 
to design a method of procedure and to report the results to the full House 
for approval. Coke emphasized the need to curb the royal prerogative, des-
cribing it as a river without which the English could not live but which, 
when flooded, endangered all. The problem arose when the king assumed his 
royal prerogative meant supremacy over the common law, In compliance with 
his own suggestion of grievances accompanying supply, Wentworth implored his 
colleagues to move slowly in their granting subsidies to the king. While 
in agreement with the committee's decision to grant the king five subsi-
dies, he rejected arguments that this decision be voted on by the House. A 
firmer statement of the fundamental liberties of the English had to be pre-
pared before the Commons could present a combination of subsidies with liber-
t . 12 ies. 
Acting according to instructions, the committee drew up a list of 
grievances, a remonstrance, which it proposed to present to the king. The list 
included comments and suggestions made by many members of the committee, The 
-7-
four heads of the remonstrance were 1) a requirement for the statement of 
the reason for arrest at the time of arrest; 2) the right of habeas corpus; 
J) deliverance or bail if-no reason for commitment was stated; and 4) no 
unparliamentary loans or taxes, The members racked their legal brains to 
produce respected precedents, They selected the Magna Carta and six statutes 
£rom previous reigns. They chose to eliminate the billeting and impress-
ment grievances from their remonstrance, suggesting that a petition con-
cerning these items be drawn up by another committee, The committee 
recommended t~at, prior to presenting the list to the king, the Lords 
be consulted to see if they were interested in being a party to this action. 
While the Commons and the Lords were not always on the best of terms, the 
committee believed the Upper House would support i-J-.:, . resolutions since the 
unexplained confinement of one of its members, the Earl of Arundel, and the 
demands 0£ the £orced loan contributed to a growing displeasure with Charles. 
I£·the Lords agreed to join the Commons in its remonstrance, the chances of 
receiv~ng remedies improved, but their support was not essential to its 
----------.__ 13 
survival as a remonstrance. . 
The Commons accepted the committee's work and selected Sir Edward 
Littleton, Sir John Selden, and Sir Edward Coke to represent the Commons at 
a conference requested by the Lords, Serving as spokesman for the House, 
Wentworth delivered their instructions. Their duty was to present the liber-
ties and to convince the Lords that a statement of liberties with re~edies 
could only improve the state of the nation. Each deJotLgate received more speci-
fie i~structions as to his own task. Littleton stressed the background of the 
common law, expanding upon the statutes the Commons had selected as precedents 
for its resolutions. Selden: emphasized that the liberties discussed by 
Littleton had been abused and needed to be secures by legal remedies, He 
focused on the issue of imprisonment without stated cause, presenting.speci-
-8-
fie cases which strengthened the Commons' argument. Perhaps in an attempt 
to save the best for last, the Commons chose to have Coke deliver the closing 
speech, Coke followed his instructions by listing nine reasons for the 
resolutions' not violating· the common law, In fact,-they actually attacked 
something which was in violation of the common law, He appealed to the 
Lords' anger over the Arundel case in his argument that no one was excluded 
from the king's misuse of the power of imprisonment. Realizing that all this 
legal talk might bore the Lords, the aged barrister spoke with what one 
contemporary called a degeee of mirth, A fellow member of Parliament 
attributed the favorable reception of the resolutions to Coke's manner of 
presentation, 14 
The Commons chose to wait for a response from the Lords before pro-
ceeding with the _list of grievances, fY\eo.r ...... ~ite,. Wentworth directed the members 
to another matter of concern ... : the billeting of soldiers in private homes, 
Viewing this act as a violation of the subjects' right to propriety in 
their goods, he declared that a petition should bl':V.constructed and 
presented to the king. He voice.d the concerns of his fellow Englishmen 
when· he· pointed to the increased chance of riots,: the :pillaging, and the im-
poverishing of worthy citizens which could and had resulted fro:n the billeting. 
Coke suggested that the question of the legality of martial law be included 
in the petition, The king ordered commissions of martial law to punish 
not only soldiers but also civilians who disturbed the peace, Basing his 
argument on Magna Carta and numerous precedents, Coke stated that while 
civil courts remained open civilians were to be tried in them and not 
. in courts established by martial law. To do otherwise would be to 
violate Magna Carta. A petition was drafted and presented to the king.
15 
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While the Commons had addressed numerous issues of importance, it had 
neglected to give adequate consideration to a grant of supply, The 
House had vot.ed to grant the king the subsidies, but it had yet to set 
specific times for payment, The king, in a message de(.~vered by Secretary 
John Coke, expressed his desire that the Commons not recess for Easter un-
less it agreed to be more definite, Coke exploded with a remark that the 
king could prorogue but not adjourn a meeting of the Commons. 16 
The king's threat was ill-timed; considering the climate of opinion, 
but it worke'd. On Good Friday, both Wentworth and Coke supported the granting 
of five subsidies and the naming of specific times for payment. Convincing 
the Commons that this move would not harm the chances for obtaining a 
statement of liberties ~roved)(' difficult·4. Coke failed to persuade 
the members; Wentworth tried next. He reaffirmed the connection between 
grievances and supply and assured them that the action would not jeopardize 
the bond. Returning to his argument of two weeks earlier, he stressed that 
a royal affirmation of an agreement to the resolutions would be ~if 
the king received his money. The Commons accepted his argument and, in 
a unanimous vote, set a one year period in which the five sub.sidies had 
to be paid. Refusing to be more specific, the members stated that no 
specific times could be set until the House settled the matter of 
liberties, Thus Wentworth's victory was incomplete, The Commons was 
more eager to adhere to his arguments presented in the select committee 
' 17 
than at the present meeting. 
In theory, the Commons complied with the wishes of the king by placing 
a one year time period on the payments, Yet the reluctance to set five 
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specific times left the king in an unstable condition. Charles delivered 
a message via Secretary Coke expressing his displeasure at the delay. 
Wentworth responded to what he considered royal interference in the affairs 
of the Commons, He headed a committee charged with composing an answer to 
include the reasons for their action, Emphasizing the parliamentary right 
to handle matters as it desired, the answer, authored by Wentworth, stressed 
that the Commons had acted contrary to custom in their March agreement to 
grant the subsidies, Usually grievances received consideration before supply 
but this Commons sensed the grave economic needs of the king and wished to 
. 
alleviate his problem, His response was certainly ungrateful, Not to 
overlook Wentworth's grievance-supply formula, the response attempted to 
illustrate that the maintenance of fundamental rights benefited the king 
through allowing his subjects to be freer and stronger to serve the nation. 18 
The king received both the petition on the billeting of soldiers and the 
answer to his Saturday speech on Monday the 14th. Wishing to avoid too 
much conflict, Charles responded with a request that the Commons proceed with 
its business, He had every intention of upholding and protecting the 
liberties mentioned in Wentworth's reply. 19 
. Even with this royal assurance, the Commons proceeded with its remon-
strance, With the Lords' request for another conference with Coke, Selden, 
and· Littleton, the Commons could truly proceed, Meeting on April 16 and 17, 
the conference consisted of two days of discussion between the three Commons 
~ 
representatives and Attorney General Heath/ ~representing the king, 
made objections to the Commons' list of grievances presented the previous 
week. Each of the three responded to the objections in attempts to clarify 
the issues for the Lords. Heath's remarks concerning Coke's speech were 
numerous, Responding to the charge that the resolutions were incom-
tible with a monarch who must govern by rule of state, Coke stated that 
a king who governed without law could not possibly have a state over which 
he could rule since law breeds order without which no government is possi-
ble. Employing the dramatic flare which he used to his advantage in the 
previous joint conference, Coke spoke to each element of the Lords, the 
IT ,w t-e~ v-M 
temporal lords ~ asked f'o remember the amount of blood spent by their an-
cestors in defense of their liberties; the spiritual lords he implored to· 
--·------;::----
protect the Magna Carta as had .their predecessors; the judges he reminded 
~--J 
of oaths they had taken to give sentence according to law which.included 
the Magna Carta and the six statutes on which the Commons' remonstrance 
based itself. Whether or not this discourse was required in light of the 
support for the remonstrance already expressed by the Lords' request for 
another conference is debatable. It illustrated, however, the degree to 
(',/,.:( 
which was committed to a clarification of the 
extent of royal power and his desire for the Lords to join the Commons in 
presenting the list to the king. 20 
Wentworth accompanied Coke to his next meeting wtth the Lords in 
which a committee of thirty-six members offered to clarify anything 
concerning the resolutions for the Lords. The Lords' only reservation came 
as no surprise, They feared the resolution concerning cause of commitment. 
could threaten the security of the nation. Some royal prerogative was 
necessary in matters of state where treason and other crimes against the 
state were involved, While no record of their responses was available to 
the author, Coke and Wentworth probably reassured the Lords that the reso-
lutions intended to control abuses of fundamental liberties and not to des-
troy any royal power which respected these liberties. Whatever the ex-
-12-
., 
planation, it failed to sati[y the Lords who included a resolution on the 
use of the royal prerogative in the list they presented to the Commons on 
April 25. 
°'4 
~they 
The Upper House's resolutions hinted at those of the Lower in 
stated the freedoms based on the Magna Carta and the six statutes 
but in vague and general tones, Their fifth resolution was quite specific, 
however, declaring that the king could imprison without cause for reasons 
of state and give a specific cause later. This last resolution all but 
21 nullified the Commons' resolution by sanctioning this arbitrary use of power, 
The Commons realized that, if it wanted the Lords' support in the 
resolutions, sorrecompromise between the two proposed lists would have to 
be reached, Yet the members held the Lords' proposals in ridicule. 
Refusing to compromise, Coke claimed the reason of state clause lamed 
Magna Carta and wrote a death sentence for the remonstrance, Coke proposed 
to proceed without the Lords and present their resolutions to the king. 
Wentworth suggested that they ignore the fifth resolution and draft a bill 
which, if agreed to by Charles, would guarantee justice if liberties were 
abused, With this idea, ~\/must have assumed that the Lords would eventually 
agree to drop the provision for the royal prerogative since a bill required 
both houses' consent. To ensure the Lords' support, Wentworth advocated an-
22 
other meeting with the Lords. 
At Wentworth's suggestion, the Commons named a committee composed of 
all the House lawyers to draw vp a bill encompassing all four of the 
resolutions as well as other liberties which they felt should be included, 
The committee turned to a discussion of how the liberties were to be enforced. 
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Remedies for abuses of the liberties had to be devised, A major prob-
lem arose when the committee began to suggest ways of enforcing the first 
resolution on arbitrary imprisonment. The prime offenders were the 
privy counsellors and the king himself, No matter what penalty the Commons 
came up with, the king could pardon the offender, This question of en-
forcement divided the once united Commorns into two camps-r:a. by Coke ,;J/ 
~~ 
and Wentworth, Coke desired to proceed as planned without reg~d to 
the. :problem of enforcement, Wentworth took the more~tance ,'11 
He saw no reason for the committee to suggest a bill which could not 
be enforced. His solution was to modify the first head by shifting 
the emphasis to the time of deliverance of the writ of habeas corpus, 
A person would be bailed if habeas corpus was brought and no sufficient 
cause was shown. If the person was not bailed, the judges would be at 
fault. Their offenses would be within reach of the Commons' punitive 
powers. Wentworth sacrificed principle for political expediency, His 
proposals would have weakened the resolution against arbitrary im-
prisonment and thus the entire mill. I~ essence, his suggestion would 
do as much harm as the Lords' fifth resolution, 23 
the 
Coke, in his infinite wisdom, attempted to bridge the gap between 
'1 l':;'j 
two camps/ ~suggest9a. that the lawyers proceed with a declara-
tory law instead of the private bill, Enforcement was vital to the 
integrity of their liberties; the question was what would be the most 
effective method of enforcement. A private bill focused on the in-
dividual offenders, while a declaratory law was not put into ~peration 
against individuals but was recognized by judges as a judicial decision, 
This distinction was reason enough to convince Coke to support the 
-14-
declaratory law, While some offenders might escape punishment, their 
offenses would be declared illegal and justice served, Wentworth finally 
agreed that this was indeed the surer method of enforcing their liberties, 
v-Pt In a speech delivered to the full House later in the week, Wentworth 
~~~'~ ~illustrated that his commitment to the statement of cause at the time of Dif I~ \ ,..____ ~ ,' / ~nt was a genuine one, This supports the conclusion that his 
r/J/ sentiments expressed in the committee were merely to expedite matters 
at hand, 24 
Proceeding with a discussion of the content of the bill, Coke requested 
the committee to incluae all the laws regarding the issue of liberty in 
support of goods, person, and the billeting of soldiers. The committee 
followed his suggestions and presented its draft of the bill to the 
Commons on April 29. Surprisingly, some members raised the question of 
the restraints placed upon the king by the cause of commitment clause 
under the heading of the.liberty of person, Coke reacted to this with 
the same passion with which he greeted the Lords' fifth resolution, 
s'tressing that any modification of the provision would encourage flagrant· 
royal abuses, Coke asked the House to stand fast on this resolution, The 
Commons honored his request. 25 
On May 1, the king sent a message to the Commons desiring to know 
if the House accepted his royal promises for upholding the liberties, 
Since the House had entangled the granting of subsidies with the assurance 
of liberties, the king encouraged a speedy completion of the deliberations, 
He had hoped that the promises would be sufficient. Pressing state matters 
forced him to suggest that the session would somn draw to a close, If 
-15-
the Commons chose to proceed with a bill, he would consider it only if it 
t .. d 1 t" 26 con aine no exp ana ions, 
Faced with choosing between a bill or the king's promises to 
assure the liberties, the Commons opted for the former, Coke and Went-
worth worked to convince those members who listened attentively to Secre-
tary Coke's opposite opinion that the bill offered the only assurance of 
retaining the liberties' integrity in subsequent generations. Always the 
legalist, Coke explained that, no matter how much they trusted the king, 
verbal responses and assurances were unacceptable under the law, Wentworth 
authored the Commons' response to Charles' inquiry. He expressed the 
l )/1~· Commons' appreciation for and trust in the king, yet, as members of Parlia-
~ ment, they were entrusted with ensuring the preservation.of like goodness 
in later kings. The sole way of fulfilling their duty lay in the use 
of a bill. Any other form would endanger the balance existing between 
the king and the people, The Commons wished to preserve the integrity 
of both the liberties and the throne. 27 
While the Commons recognized that the liberties had to be agreed to 
by the king in a parliamentary way, the members also realized that the 
king had thrown a curve into their proceeding with a bill. Their resolu-
tions required explanation; the king had forbidden any bills with explana-
tion, thus preventing them from obtaining the most powerful form. To 
revert back to a list of remonstrances would be to sacfifice vital ex-
planation. Some way had to be found to retain the explanation without 
openly violating the king's command. Adopting a suggestion made by a 
fellow member of the Commons, Coke proposed a petition of right in lieu 
-16-
of a bill, This idea sparked heated debate which the Speaker referred to 
the Committee of the Whole, 28 
I /I--'-
As expected by t~e conviction with which Qe' had spoken earlier 
concerning the merits of a bill over the king's promises, convincing Went-
worth to agree to a petition of right proved a difficult task. His 
support was vital ; without.it the form would probably succeed yet the 
absence of his backing would rob it of its impact as a petition from a 
~f'\,~£, 
united Commons, CJ and his followers turned to Wentworth's own reasona 
for wanting a bill and illustrated th;Jnt with the king's restrictions on 
what the bill could say the bill lost its effectiveness, The king pro-
hibited any bill which consisted of more that a bare confirmation of 
the liberties, The Commons recognized that explanation of their resolu-
tions was of paramount importance if further abuses were to be curtailed. 
If no explanation could be included,· the chance of enforcement decreased, 
With a petition all the explanation they wanted could be included and 
because of the nature of the petition, the king had to give some type of 
answer to a meeting of the.full House, Coke pointed out as the legal 
spokesman that in presenting a petition of right the Commons was en-
titled to succeed if e d~ present a sound legal claim, Coke could 
think of no better claim than that the Magna Carta and six statutes of 
the realm had been violated, In response to Wentworth's assertion that 
a petition was a weak form, Coke commented that to proceed with a bill 
would be an' even weaker way since the king had emasculated it with 
his stipulations, A petition of right would have the same force as a 
bill since it, like a private.bill, would become a statute and be en-
-17-
forced if the king consented to it. Coke's efforts were rewarded with 
Wentworth's finally agreeing to abandon a bill and proceed with tae 
drafting of a petition. of right. He supported Coke's suggestion that 
the Lords be asked to join 1 with the Commons in its formulation and ~ .St\..4-i'.4-,i~ 
presen~~to the king. The Lords' approval would strengthen the 
petition if for some reason.the king denied to grant them their wishes, 
Coke produced a precedent that whatever the two houses agreed upon 
no judge would violate. 29 
With both Coke and Wentworth behind the petition, work pro-
ceeded on securing the Lords' approval. The Commons remained adamantly 
against allowing the royal prerogative for matters of state 1-0 \'.le.. in-
eluded, The petition which the Lower House presented to the Upper on 
May 8 included the resolutions on the freedom of persons, the propriety 
of goods, and the billeting of soldiers as well as a statement against 
martial law. The possibility of this addition had been discussed 
earlier in the session but usually at times when Coke and Wentworth were 
~.eetil-'7 4n sess~n with select subcommittees or in conference with the Lords, 
T~ey expressed their opinions at other times; Coke spoke for them both 
when he stated that though the king had the right to declare martial law 
he could only do so under severe circumstances. Since he had ordered 
martial law to be enfored by special commissions in various areas and 
the justification was weak, it was ap~rent to Coke that abuses jeo-
pardizing civilians could occur. With this in mind, Coke supported the 
addition of this resolution to the petition. Wentworth wished to include 
a statement that the king's officers a~lministers must serve according to 
-18-
the laws and statutes of the realm, With this Wentworth attempted to 
add meat to what he considered an unusual way of securing liberties, JO 
As expected the meeting with the Lords produced the problem of a 
solution to the question of the cause of commitment, Having been approached 
by the king with a statement that he-could not afford to relinquish 
the royal prerogative, the Lords were reluctant to join with the Commons 
in anything which limited it, This, Coh:?.argued, could be the decisive 
factor in whether or not they succeeded with their petition, Wentworth 
stood firm 'against the inclusion of any such provision, Although the 
Commons chose to ignore the king's letter since it was addressed to the 
Lords, Wentworth agreed to a statement in which they assured the king 
that they were not usurping his right to use his legal powers in just 
ways, . The Lords considered the king's wishes; on May 17, they met with 
a committee of the Commons of which Wentworth and Coke were members, The 
Upper House indicated their support for the draft of the petition pre-
sented by the Commons and chose not to al.ter the narrative or the conclusion. Jl 
They only desired to have these words added: " We present this our humble 
petition unto your majesty not only with great care to preserve our own 
liberties, but with regard to leave entire that sovereign power where-
with your majesty is trusted for the protection, safety, and happiness 
32 
of your people. " 
While the .. Commons, welcomed .the .. Lords! support: oa tb:e,.rest.:.oL .. ~~J;le 
petition, they could never accept these words assuring the_ king that his 
' would remain intact, A committee took charge of 
attempting to settle the differences, With people such as Coke and 
Wentworth on the committee, compromise over this issue seemed impossible, 
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To include an assurance that sovereign power would remain intact defeated 
the purpose of the petition. Coke commented that, after many hours of studying 
the laws, he found that no.such thing as sovereign power was protected or, for 
that matter, existed in the common law, As Englishmen,, they must abide 
by the law, 0 -t To protect an unlawful J,\wer in their. pe). tion would be a contra:.. 
diction and would destroy its purpose, Some members of the Commons suggested 
that they proceed without the Lords, Both· Coke and Wentworth rejected this 
idea since the petition required the support of both houses to have any real 
strength. In,a conciliatory speech to the Upper House, Wentworth petitioned 
them to reconsider and agree to the Commons' petition, Their support 
I gave it its life , being , and season, With a declaration from both houses, 
the king would have to weigh it heavily, but from one house, he would be 
in a better position of reject it. Wentworth assured the Lords that the 
Commons advocated changing nothing; they only wished to preserve their lim 
berties. In rejecting the Lords' statement of sovereign power, the Commons 
bt,,_+-
was not supporting the destruction of the monarchy._ They W9b'e merely 
supporting the supremacy of the common law, On this issue, they refused 
~vvr-
to compromise.Y Any evidence that the Commons was willing to compromise 
on this issue would jeopardize the petition's credibility. Wentworth's role 
in this discussion was crucial to the success of the petition, While remaining 
firm and indicating that the Commons would rather proceed without the 
I Lords than agree to the Lords clause on sovereign power, Wentworth 
obtained the results for which he had hoped, 33 
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On May 25, the Lords met with the Commons' committee and agreed to 
drop their proposed addition, In a unanimous vote, they voted to join 
the Commons in a petition composed of the four heads suggested by the 
Commons, The next decision to be made concerned the manner in which the 
petition should be delivered to the king and the form in which he 
should give answer, Since the use of petitions for this purpose was 
uncommon, the conference searched for precedents. Coke found that no 
prescribed' form of assent existed for a public petition of right; there-
fore he suggested that tee Parliament present the petition as a private 
one for wh~h a regu4ar form of assent existed, Since Edward I's day, 
the king had to address private petitions and give his answer before the 
Parliament. Wentworth suggested that perhaps this was not the way to 
go about it at all, He advocated a retura to the bill if the petition 
could not achieve the force of law that was vital to the petition's 
success as a statement and enforcer of freedoms, With a petition, he 
argued, the initiative lay with the crown, The king would promise to re~ 
J4 dress the grievances but he was bound by no more than his conscience. 
By this tim~, Coke was ~rcba6t'I rather tired of Wentworth's reserva-
tions. Yet he realized the impact the Wentworth's thoughts had on many , 
in the CommQns so he worked to win Wentworth's support once again. Coke 
reminded Wentworth thct the king had forbidden them to draft a bill that 
was anything more than a confirmation of liberties. Anyway, to proceed 
'-~ 
with a bill would mean that the answer could not come until the end ot 
the session. If the king failed 'to give a sufficient answer, no retalia-
tion could be taken until the next session, This last argument convinced 
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Wentworth ru~o joined the Commons in a unanimous vote for the petition 
to go to .the Lords for final approval,35 
On May 26, Secre~ary Coke delivered the petition of right to 
Chaxles, No preface accompanied the petition other than the statement that 
the petition was conferred upon the king by the command of the Lords and 
Commons and that a response· according to custom was requested. The 
traditional response to a private petition, " Soit droit fait comme il 
est desire " signified that the king consented to a redress of the grie-
vances from his courts. In order to abide by these instructions, the 
King had to deliver his answer not from his palace at Whitehall but be-
fore a full session of Parliament,36 
The members of both houses anticiazyted a speedy and favorable 
answer since they haq.., in setting ~ _ times for the payment of the 
subsidies, stipulated that the payments were conditional upon the.granting 
of the petition, With the war situation in a more serious state than 
before, the Parliament felt reasonably certain that the king would act 
favorably toward their petition. Following a royal message that the 
king desired to receive both houses, the Parliament met with the king on 
June 2 and received what was to be the first of two answers to the peti-
tion, His answer, delivered following the reading of the petition, sur-
prised the members, The king gav~ a vague answer, not the traditional 
one, which failed even to mention the petition, The answer was littl~ 
better than the one he had sent the Commons in April in which he pro-
mised to protect their liberties, He asked for their trust and 
37 
called the meeting to a close, 
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The Commons was enraged, The king knew quite well that the granting 
of subsidies depended on his responding in a positive manner to the petition, 
yet he refused to do so. This blatant disregard for the subjects' liber-
ties was the final straw, Coke. pointed out that the king had not worn his 
robes to the session with Parliament and therefoJ:l!.had failed to comply 
with one of the stipulations of a petition, that the answer had to be 
delivered in a parliamentary way. Thus, on a technicality, the Parliament 
could request that the king deliver his response again in the proper manner. 
To encourage a more satisfactory answer the second time around, the Commons 
agreed to grant the subsidies with five .specific times of payment. The 
Lower House also appointed a committee to follow Sir John Eliot's suggestion 
that a remonstrance against the Duke of Buckingham, Charles' major advisor, 
be composed. Whik.F'rances Relf arglies that this remonstrance would have been 
called for despite the unsatisfactory answer by the king, it served as a 
marvelous weapon against the man whom the Commons blamed for the king's 
response. Embarking on this course indicated desperation on the Commons' 
part. The king had strictly forbidden this Parliament from taking any action 
or speaking against an1 of his ministers during the session. If such 
action was taken, the session would be ended. For the Commons to proceed with 
a condemnation of Buckingham signifies that the members felt that by this 
J8 point they had liHte to lose. 
Coke endorsed Eliot's suggestion, adding that it was only right that, 
in this time of peril and threats from the Spanish, the Commons should seek 
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refuge and solace in the king and request that Buckingham be removed on 
the charge of government mismanagement, The discussion concerning the 
remonstrance illustrates that this was probably what the members hdd 
wanted to do since the opening day, To them Buckingham resembled all 
that was evil in the problems of the monarchy and was the driving force 
behind the numerous abuses which had occurred, If they had not been 
forbidden to discuss the ministers, they would have probably chosen to 
use attacks on them as a means of gaining assurances of liberties, 
Now, since the weapon they had selected, the withholding of subsidies, 
had apparently failed, the members struck at what they considered to be 
the real problem, 39 ~ Lr\ 1,c,~ l""'-
-
The anticipated response from the king came quickly. On June 3, 
he informed the Comm.ens that he would end the session in a week, His 
answer of the 2nd had been sufficient and he had no intention of altering 
/. it, Requesting that no mew business be conducted, he assured them that 
additional grievances, i·~· the ministers' actions, would be considered 
at the next session, The king intended for the message to stop the 
remonstrance but the scheme failed, A secon~message was delivered the 
next day~~~dicated sheer rag~~~rt.) He warned them not 
to do anything to bri~ scandal to the state or to any of his ministers, 
While Charles' intention was to stop the remonstrance, he overestimated 
his influence over the proceedings. Both Coke and Wentworth joined the 
Commons in expressing outrage at the royal threat, His message could be 
interpreted as just another in a long list of absolutist tendencies, 
Coke illustrated to the Commons that the king violated freedom of speech 
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in Parliament by preventing discussion of matters which the Commons chose 
to discuss, The king realized his mistake and sent a supplementary 
message declaring tha~ his intention had not been to stifle tfue 
House's freedoms but to prevent scandal during a time of national peri1. 40 
No record of the Lords' responses to these messages were available 
to the author yet it can be.assumed that they were also upset with 
the June 2 response, They requested the Commons to join with them in 
petitioning the king for another answer to the petition, After some~_dis-
cussion as to whether or not the king would give a more satisfactory 
answer, the Commons voted to join the Lords in a request for another 
meeting with the king in which he would deliver a second response to their 
petition, This time the deliverance would have to be conducted in a 
1 . t 41 par 1amen ary way, 
Whether the king feared for Buckingham's neck or for his own finan-
cial wellbeing is debatable, but whatever the reason Charles decided to 
deliver a second response to the petition on June 7. As before the 
petition was read, His remarks were brief, Stating that he believed 
he had already given sufficient answer to the petition but was willing 
to comply with the Parliament's request for a second answer, he read 
the traditional response, " Soi t droi t fai t comme il est desir~. " 
The meeting was adjourned, Coke expressed extreme delight, and the 
.. d 42 
city of London reJ01ce , 
The Petition of Right was ordered enrolled in all the courts of 
justice and henceforth stood as a statute of the realm, While Coke and 
Wentworth remained involved in the re-naming of tee Petition and its 
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enrollment on the parliamentary rolls, they had already made their major 
contributions to the 1628 Parliament, Now that the list of grievances 
which they had formulated in March was a statute of the realm, the 
chances of their constituents and subsequent generation~' being assured 
their fundamental liberties were infinitely better than when the 
session opened, 43 
After ·examining the proceedings of the House of Commons during the 
. . 
period in which the Petition of Right was conceived and reached maturity, 
the author understands how Sir Edward Coke came to be so closely asso-
ciated with the document, His membership on numerous conference committees 
· which met witr:!the Lords, his finding precedents to legitimize claims, 
and the zeal with which he worked to obtain a lawful response indicate 
that his participation in. the drafting was essential to the Petition, 
What is more difficult to understand is the lack of attention placed on 
the contributions of Sir Thomas Wentworth, If importance is to be measured 
in the number of speeches delivered, in .the number of ]iBrsonal suggestions 
which made it into the final document, and in never having any doubts as 
to the correct way of proceeding, then Wentworth would failed to be 
recognized as an important figure in the drafting of the Petition.of 
Right, His contributions are of a somewhat different nature. Gmuetimes 
he preferred to remain on familiar ground and not embark on a novel 
venture which could prove to be disastrous to the Commons' goals, This 
tendency indicates that he wanted to ensure the acceptance of statements 
of liberties whose protection would be guaranteed, His first consideration 
was always whether or not the issue at hand would allow for the success-
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ful attainment of a royal guarantee. 
A full appreciation for the amount of work which went into the Petition 
of Right can only be obtained through a study of the roles of both Wentworth 
and Coke, To consider the steps taken by one without looking at those 
taken by the other ignores vital stages in the drafting of one of the 
greatest affirmations of liberties in law, 
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